
Banner Finishing Recommendations

Fabricating a banner is similar for all banner types - front-lit, back-lit, blockout and mesh.  The edges of banners 
are typically hemmed usually by sewing, welding or adesives/tape.  The finishing process creates an edge that 
will not easily fray or tear and provides extra strength.  Attachments for the hanging process may also be added, 
such as poles or ropes that slides into pockets that are created by the hem or grommets placed into the hem area.  

Grommets: Grommets are the most common way to hang a banner.  The  grommets  are fastened into the hem of the ban-
ner and allows for a large variety of hanging options.  They provide a  convenient method for attaching the banner at fixed 
points.  The placement of the gromments distributes the weight of the banner  evenly and keeps the banner from sagging.   
Typically, grommets should be placed every 2-3 feet along the edges of the banner.

Pole Pockets:  Finishing  a  banner with pole pockets allows for rigid poles to be inserted into the banner.   This method 
requires  pole pockets to be sewn or welded on the edge(s) of  the banner.  Pole banners allow for even distribution of 
the banner’s weight to prevent sagging.  Using opposing pole  pockets can be used to make the banner more rigid and 
hang more flat and taut.   

Banner Tape:  Banner tape is a good alternative for short-term indoor banners.  This method reinforces the edges of 
banners when there is no room available for hemming.  The double-sided tape is specially formulated to use with vinyl 
banners and is not typically reccomended for textiles.  

Wind Slits: Most banner materials are made of an inner scrim constructed of polyester fiber which gives the PVC film 
strength.  The moment a banner is cut,  the banner material is weakened.  The reduction in wind resistance is minimal but 
the damage caused  to the vinyl material is extensive.   Wind slits can reduce  wind resistance of a banner by  3%. If  the size 
of the banner could be reduced by 3% the same  reduction of wind resistance would be achieved without compromising the 
integrity of the banner.  Consider utilizing mesh banner for enhanced air-flow to achieve up to 70% air-flow through.

Heat & RF Welding: Heat Seaming and RF (radio frequency) welding  requires specific equipment and training, but this 
process creates a stronger, more consistent  edge finish.   Ultraflex provides recommended welding settings for Miller 
Weldmaster (www.weldmaster.com) and Leister (www.hotairtools.com).  Download settings online at www.ultrafleXX.
com.  Typically,  hot wedge, hot air and RF welding allows for larger, longer welds for  grand format banners.  

Reinforced webbing: Reinforced webbing is a cross-stitched nylon strip that is heat welded or sewn inside of the hem. Web-
bing is typically used on very large format or grand format banners for maximum strength and durability. When webbing 
is used, the grommets will penetrate through 2 layers of vinyl as well as the webbing, which greatly reduces the risk of the 
grommets tearing out in wind or from the sheer weight of the banner.  Ultraflex offers seaming tape, a polyester scrim strip 
covered with non-adhesive clear PVC.  Available in 1”, 1.5” and 2” widths by 300’. 

Hemming: To finish a banner using a hem, fold the edges of the banner over, then sew or heat-weld the material.   Double 
hemming is the most effective finishing method for outdoor banners. Hemmed edges are typically used to reinforce the 
sides of vinyl banners.  This helps to maintain the banner’s shape and prevent stretching

Mesh banners are used in situations where a large banner will have wind pushing through it and the holes in the mesh will 
reduce the wind load on the banner and help it keep strong.  Common applications include huge building wraps, attached 
to scaffolding for outdoor events, along fences, etc. Due to the large size of mesh banners and their common applications, 
it is extremely important that reinforced webbing along the hemline and corners, paired with evenly spaced grommets are 
used when finishing the mesh banners.



Banner Hanging Recommendations

Proper finishing and installation techniques are vital to banner performance and customer satisfaction.  Many 
banner failures in the field can be attributed to poor finishing and more commonly, poor installation techniques.  
Incorrectly installed banners can be quickly destroyed by even the mildest weather and wind when edges are 
improperly tensioned and allowed to flap in the wind.  The material can begin to crack or delaminate resulting in 
further failure and runing the job.  There are many ways to properly hang a banner.  The most common hanging 
methods are listed below.

Hanging a Banner Against a Building/Hard Surface “Wallscape”
The best way to install a banner for long-term outdoor use is to make use of all the grommets.  This ensures that the ban-
ner will be held securely in place.  It is also recomended to use screws and washers with this method to hold the banner 
against the flat rigid surface.  This technique provides the most secure installation for long-term outdoor banners because 
it reduces the amount of force on the banner and allows for the least amount of wind and weather to pass through the 
banner

Hanging a Banner on a Banner Stand or Backdrop Frame “POP/POS”
This method usually requires the banner to be finished with pole pockets.  The banner must be stitched to create a pocket 
along the top, bottom, or sides of the banner.  This will allow the frame poles to go through the pockets of the banner which 
gives it more stability in a free standing frame. Also make sure to follow all directions that accompany your banner stand 
hardware.

Hanging a banner with a bungee cord
To hang a banner with bungee cords, wrap each bungee cord around each support pole or tree.  Then hook each cord into 
the respective corner’s grommets.  This method requires a bungee cord for each corner of the banner.

Hanging a Pole Banner
Pole banners usually require a pole pocket as well as grommets.  The pole banner is connected to a pole using pole brackets.  
The bracket is run through the top and bottom pole pockets and then is hooked through a grommet.  Typically for retract-
able or scrolling banner stands only proper trimming and affixing is necessary.  For the best results, follow the pole bracket’s 
hardware instructions.

Hanging a Banner with Rope
To hang a banner using rope, thread the rope through the top row of grommets and leave an equal amount of rope hang-
ing from each end.  Thread another piece of rope through the bottom grommets and tie the ropes to support poles. This 
method distributes the weight of the banner evenly and also reduces the amount of pressure on the banner.  

Hanging a Banner with Zip Ties
Zip ties are best for displaying a banner on a fence.  They can be wrapped around the fencing and then zip-tied through the 
grommets on the banner.

Consult your Ultraflex customer service or sales representative to learn more about which Ultraflex materials are best suited for each type of applica-
tion and installation technique.  It is highly reccommended that an ideal banner substrate be used for each application



Ultraflex Products for Outdoor Use

Disclaimer:
Ultraflex Systems, Inc. assumes no liability resulting from the use of any listed recommendations published in this document. The recommendations 
provided are only suggestions and are listed as educational tools. Various banner installations and banner uses may vary between states, municipalities, 
and climates. The content of this document is for general information purposes only and does not constitute professional advice. Ultraflex tries to provide 
content that is true and accurate as of the date of writing; however, we give no assurance or warranty regarding the accuracy, timeliness, or applicability 
of any of the contents. Readers of this document should not act upon the content or information without first seeking appropriate professional advice. 
Ultraflex assumes no responsibility for information contained on this document and disclaims all liability in respect of such information. Ultraflex accepts 
no responsibility for and excludes all liability in connection with the use of the information contained in this document, including but not limited to any 
liability for errors, inaccuracies, omissions, or misleading statements. 

The information presented in this document comes from a variety of sources, including unofficial sources and individuals. Although every effort is made to 
present current and accurate information, Ultraflex does not author all of the content presented here and therefore cannot assume responsibility for all 
information. Ultraflex makes no warranties or representations about the accuracy or completeness of the content represented in this document. This pub-
lication is provided “as is” without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied. In no event shall Ultraflex be liable for any direct, special, indirect or 
consequential damages, or any other damages of any kind arising out of or in any way connected with the use of this document.

Ultraflex offers a wide variety of products for indoor and outdoor use.  A complete list of Ultraflex products includ-
ing full technical details may be viewed/printed on the Ultraflex website:  www.ultrafleXX.com.  

Outdoor Banner
• Ultima® Supreme FL - 15 oz.
• Ultima® Pro FL - 13 oz.
• Normandy® Pro / JetFlex® FL - 13 oz.
• SuperPrint® Plus FL - 13 oz.

Outdoor Blockout
• UltraBlockout™ Banner Pro - 20 oz.
• Outdoor Blockout LTX - 18 oz.
• Pole Banner - 18 oz. 
• UltraBlockout™ Banner Pro - 15 oz.

Outdoor Backlit
• Ultralon® IV BL - 20 oz.
• Vulite® Supreme BL - 15 oz. 
• Vulite® Pro - 15 oz.

Outdoor Mesh
• UltraMesh® Premium 328 - 10 oz.
• UltraMesh® Supreme - 9 oz.
• UltraMesh® Plus / Strip Mesh Plus - 9 oz.
• Speaker Mesh - 7 oz.

Outdoor Short-Term Fabric
• UltraCanvas® Artist C325
• UltraCanvas® Economy C205
• UltraFlag® PES C110

Ultraflex also provides Seaming Tape, a polyester scrim strip covered with non-adhesive clear PVC.  Tape is ideally 
used to combine multiple banners together to create a larger graphic image.  The product is recommended for use 
with any heat or RF welders such as Miller Weldmaster and Leister.  Machine settings are available on our website.  
Seaming Tape is available in 3 different widths; 1”, 1.5” and 2” on 300’ rolls.
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